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LINEAR & STEINER BUNDLES
OVER PROJECTIVE VARIETIES
MARCOS JARDIM AND RENATO VIDAL MARTINS
Abstract. We use a generalization of Horrocks monads for arithmetic Cohen-
Macaulay (ACM) varieties to establish a cohomological characterization of
linear and Steiner bundles over projective spaces and quadric hypersurfaces.
We also study resolutions of bundles on ACM varieties by line bundles, and
characterize linear homological dimension in the case of quadric hypersurfaces.
1. Introduction
Monads have been introduced by G. Horrocks’ [16] in the 60’s. There he proved
that every locally free sheaf E on Pn is the cohomology of a monad for which the
first and last terms are sums of line bundles while the middle term, say B, satisfies
H1(B(k)) = Hn−1(B(k)) = 0 for every k ∈ Z and also Hp(B(k)) ∼= Hp(E(k)) for
every 2 ≤ p ≤ n−2 and k ∈ Z. The idea of Horrocks was, in his own words, that one
can always “kill” cohomology of any locally free sheaf on a projective space. This
motivated the study of some special kind of monads which were named Horrocks
later on (cf. [1] and [5] for example).
Monads on projective spaces have been much studied in the past 25 years (see for
instance [15, 17, 21, 22] and the references therein). More recently, many authors
have also been interested on monads over more general varieties, see [8, 11, 18]. We
start the present article in Section 2 studying general monads in arbitrary varieties,
providing necessary and sufficient conditions that a coherent sheaf must satisfy in
order to be the cohomology of a monad (cf. Proposition 2.2). When so, it is easy
to see that there will be infinitely many monads for each coherent sheaf, so we
introduce a notion of equivalence between monads.
In Section 3, we prove a generalization to ACM varieties of the above mentioned
result due to Horrocks. Although it is not available in the literature, such general-
ization might be known to specialists. It will be our main tool in the cohomological
characterization of linear and Steiner bundles.
We devote Section 4 to the study of linear bundles. Linear bundles on P2 and P3
have been studied since the late 1970’s (cf. [22]), and the mathematical instanton
bundles on P2n+1 introduced by Okonek and Spindler in [23] are examples of linear
bundles. More general linear monads were first considered in [18]. A cohomological
characterization of linear torsion free sheaves on Pn has been recently obtained
in [17] and L. Costa and R. M. Miro´-Roig have also obtained a cohomological
characterization of linear bundles of rank 2n on quadric hypersurfaces on P2n+2
(n ≥ 2) (cf. [11, Theorem 4.5]). Both results were obtained by means of Beilinson
spectral sequence. Here we prove a similar result for projective spaces (cf. Theorem
4.3) and a generalization for the case of quadric hypersurfaces (cf. Theorem 4.4)
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with more elementary tools, essentially just using the generalized Horrocks’ theorem
and the splitting criteria for locally free sheaves on these varieties.
In Section 5 we study Steiner bundles. They were introduced by Dolgachev
and Kapranov in the context of hyperplane arrangements on Pn (cf. [14]), and
have been studied by several other authors since then, see for instance [2, 6, 7] for
Steiner bundles on projective spaces and [26] for Steiner bundles on quadrics. Here
we apply the same technique we used to characterize linear bundles, once again
without using Beilinson spectral sequence, in order to obtain a characterization
of Steiner bundles on Pn (cf. Theorem 5.1) which is slightly different from [14,
Proposition 3.2]. Besides, after naturally extending the concept of Steiner bundles
to arbitrary varieties, we also give a characterization of such bundles on quadric
hypersurfaces (cf. Theorem 5.2).
We finish this work in Section 6 studying linear homological dimension (lhd)
of vector bundles, i.e., the minimal length of a locally-free resolution whose terms
split as sum of line bundles, a notion introduced by G. Bohnhorst and H. Spindler
in [6]. They proved (cf. [6, Proposition 1.4]) that if E is a vector bundle on Pn
satisfying Hp∗ (E) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n − d − 1, then lhd(E) ≤ d. Here we prove a
generalization of this result for general ACM varieties (cf Proposition 6.3) and a
version for on quadric hypersurfaces (cf. Theorem 6.4): a locally free sheaf E on
Qn (n ≥ 3) has lhd(E) ≤ d if and only if H
p
∗ (E) = 0 for all 1 ≤ p ≤ n− d− 1 and
Hn−d−1∗ (E ⊗ Σ) = 0 where Σ is any spinor bundle on Qn.
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2. Monads on Projective Varieties
Let X be a projective variety, i.e., a projective scheme over an algebraically
closed field together with a given very ample invertible sheaf which we denote
by OX(1). For any coherent sheaf E on X we denote E(k) = E ⊗ OX(k) and
Hp∗ (E) := ⊕k∈Z H
p(E(k)). In particular, the graded ring of homogeneous functions
on X is given by S(X) = H0∗ (OX). Note that H
p
∗ (E) is a graded S(X)-module.
Finally, ωX denotes the dualizing sheaf on X .
Definition 2.1. A monad on a projective variety X is a complex
M• : 0 −→ A
α
−→ B
β
−→ C −→ 0
of locally free sheaves A, B and C on X which is exact on the first and last terms.
The coherent sheaf E = kerβ/Imα is called the cohomology of M• and one also
says that M• is a monad for E.
Every monad on X can be broken down, using the fact that α is injective and β
is surjective, into two short exact sequences
(1) 0 −→ K −→ B
β
−→ C −→ 0 and
(2) 0 −→ A
α
−→ K −→ E −→ 0
where K = kerβ is also locally-free.
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To a given monad M• : 0 → A
α
→ B
β
→ C → 0 whose cohomology is E we can
also associate the dual monad M∗• : 0→ C
∗ β
∗
→ B∗
α∗
→ A∗ → 0 whose cohomology is
precisely E∗. It is easy to see that not every coherent sheaf on X can be obtained
as the cohomology of a monad. We have the following conditions:
Proposition 2.2. If E is a coherent sheaf on a projective variety X, then:
(i) there exists a monad for E if and only if Extp(E,F ) = 0 for every sheaf of
OX -modules F and each p ≥ 2;
(ii) if X is smooth then there exists a monad for E if and only if Extp(E,OX) =
0 for each p ≥ 2;
(iii) if X is Cohen-Macaulay with pure dimension n ≥ 3 then the existence of
a monad for E implies that for each 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 2, Hp∗ (E) is finitely
generated as a graded S(X)-module.
Proof. If there is a monad for E, we can break it down like above to obtain the
exact sequence (2) where A and K are both locally free. Conversely, if we find an
exact sequence like (2) for E, then E is the cohomology of the following monad:
0 −→ A −→ K −→ 0 −→ 0.
In other words, there exists a monad for E if and only if E admits a locally free
resolution of length at most 1. Therefore (i) and (ii) follows from [20, pp. 127-128].
To prove (iii), regarding (2) again, we note that if X fulfills the requirements
above, then, by duality, there are integers m, M such that for each 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 1,
we have Hp(A(k)) = Hp(K(k)) = 0 for all k < m and all k > M since A and K
are locally free. From the cohomology sequence associated to (2)
Hp(K(k))→ Hp(E(k))→ Hp+1(A(k))
we are able to conclude that, for 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 2, Hp(E(k)) = 0 for all k < m
and Hp(E(k)) = 0 for all k > M . It follows that Hp∗ (E) is finitely generated for
1 ≤ p ≤ n− 2. 
It is also easy to see that it can exist many monads for a given coherent sheaf
which satisfies the first item of the above result. So it is important to introduce a
notion of equivalence between monads.
Definition 2.3. We say that two monads are equivalent if their associated exact
sequences (1) and (2) are isomorphic as extensions.
We finish this section just noticing that the numerical invariants of the coho-
mology sheaf E of a monad 0→ A→ B → C → 0 are easily computable in terms
of the numerical invariants of the sheaves A, B and C. More precisely, the Chern
character of E is given by
(3) ch(E) = ch(B)− ch(A)− ch(C).
In particular, the rank of E is given by
(4) rk(E) = rk(B) − rk(A) − rk(C)
which is another relation which will also be useful in the next section.
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3. Horrocks Monads on ACM Varieties
¿From now on we restrict our studies of arbitrary monads, varieties and sheaves
to, respectively, Horrocks, ACM and locally free ones. More precisely, we start with
the following definition (cf. [1, Definition 2.2] and [5, Section 3]):
Definition 3.1. A monad
(5) M• : 0→ A
α
−→ B
β
−→ C → 0
on a projective variety X whose cohomology is E is called Horrocks if
(i) A and C are direct sums of invertible sheaves;
(ii) H1∗ (B) = H
n−1
∗ (B) = 0 and if n ≥ 4 then H
p
∗ (B) ∼= H
p
∗ (E) for 2 ≤ p ≤
n− 2;
if besides the monad satisfies
(iii) no direct summand of A is isomorphic to a direct summand of B;
(iv) no direct summand of C is the image of a line subbundle of B;
then it is also called minimal.
It is relevant to ask whether we have uniqueness for minimal monads for a given
sheaf. Later on in this section we will guarantee this property for some kind of
monads. Now we specify the varieties we will be interested in.
Definition 3.2. A projective variety X of pure dimension n is arithmetically
Cohen-Macaulay (ACM) if Hp∗ (OX) = 0 for every 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 1.
This definition is equivalent to saying that if OX(1) corresponds to an embedding
X ⊂ Pr then H1∗ (P
r, IX) = 0 and that its homogeneous coordinate ring S(X)
is Cohen-Macaulay [10]. Every complete intersection scheme X ⊂ Pr is ACM.
Nonsingular Fano varieties with cyclic Picard group are also ACM.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be an ACM variety of dimension n ≥ 3 and let E be a locally
free sheaf on X. Then there is a 1-1 correspondence between collections
{h1, . . . , hr, g1, . . . , gs} with hi ∈ H
1(E∗ ⊗ ωX(ki)) and gj ∈ H
1(E(−lj))
for integers ki’s and lj’s and equivalence classes of monads for E of the form
M• : 0 −→ ⊕
r
i=1 ωX(ki)
α
−→ F
β
−→ ⊕sj=1 OX(lj) −→ 0.
This correspondence is such that:
(i) M• is Horrocks if and only if the gj’s generate H
1
∗ (E) and the hi’s generate
H1∗ (E
∗ ⊗ ωX) as S(X)-modules;
(ii) M• is minimal Horrocks if and only if the gj’s constitute a minimal set of
generators for H1∗ (E) and the hi’s constitute a minimal set of generators
for H1∗ (E
∗ ⊗ ωX) as S(X)-modules.
Proof. The element
∑
i hi ∈ ⊕i H
1(E∗ ⊗ ωX(ki)) ∼= Ext
1(E,⊕i ωX(ki)) yields an
extension
(6) 0 −→ ⊕ri=1 ωX(ki)
α
−→ K −→ E −→ 0.
On the other hand, since X is ACM, we have that Hp(K(m)) ∼= Hp(E(m)) for
m ∈ Z and 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 2. Set g′j ∈ H
1(K(−lj)) to be the image of gj for each j.
Then
∑
j g
′
j ∈ ⊕j H
1(K(−lj)) ∼= Ext
1(⊕j OX(lj),K) yields an extension
(7) 0 −→ K −→ F
β
−→ ⊕sj=1 OX(lj) −→ 0.
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Now (6) and (7) yield the monad
(8) 0 −→ ⊕ri=1 ωX(ki)
α
−→ F
β
−→ ⊕sj=1 OX(lj) −→ 0
of which E is the cohomology.
Conversely, given (an equivalence class of) a monad like (8), we can break it
down into two exact sequences as in (6) and (7) where K = Kerβ. Then (6)
corresponds to an element h ∈ Ext1(E,⊕i ωX(ki)) ∼= ⊕iH
1(E∗ ⊗ ωX(ki)) and we
write h =
∑
i hi in order to have the desired hi’s. The same can be done with (7)
to get back the gj ’s.
Now, since H1∗ (⊕j OX(lj)) = 0, from (7) we have that H
1
∗ (F ) = 0 if and only if
for every m ∈ Z the boundary morphisms ψm : H
0(⊕jOX(lj +m)) −→ H
1(K(m))
are surjective. But now we have
ψm : ⊕
s
j=1H
0(OX(lj +m)) −→ H
1(K(m))∑
j fj 7−→
∑
j fjg
′
j
where the fj’s are polynomials of degree lj +m. Then all the ψm’s are surjective if
and only if the g′j ’s generate H
1
∗ (K), what happens if and only if the gj ’s generate
H1∗ (E) as S(X)-module.
We also have that Hn−1∗ (E) vanishes if and only if H
1
∗ (E
∗⊗ωX) does. Tensoring
the dual monad M∗• by ωX we conclude from the same argument above that the
latter assertion holds if and only if the hi’s generate H
1
∗ (E
∗⊗ωX) as S(X)-module.
Since we have Hp(F (m)) ∼= Hp(K(m)) ∼= Hp(E(m)) for every 2 ≤ p ≤ n − 2
and m ∈ Z we are done for (i).
To prove (ii), for each l let us gather the gj’s which are elements of H
1(E(−l)),
say they are gl1, . . . , g
l
sl
. If we identify H1∗ (K) = H
1
∗ (E) by means of (6) then from
(7) we have for every l a morphism
ψl : ⊕
sl
j=1H
0(OX) −→ H
1(E(−l))
(c1, . . . , csl) 7−→
∑sl
j=1 cjg
l
j .
We have that the gj ’s constitute a minimal set of generators for H
1
∗ (E) if and only if
the ψl’s are isomorphisms. Since the ψl’s were induced from (7) this is equivalent to
the fact that no OX(lj) is the image of a line subbundle of F . In order to conclude
something similar for the hi’s we just consider the dual monad and apply the same
argument. 
In what follows we will derive some interesting consequences of the above result.
We start by generalizing Horrocks’ theorem to ACM varieties.
Corollary 3.4. Every locally free sheaf E on an ACM variety of dimension n ≥ 3
is the cohomology of a monad
0→ A→ B → C → 0
where A and C split as sums of line bundles and B satisfies:
(i) H1∗ (B) = H
n−1
∗ (B) = 0;
(ii) for n ≥ 4, Hp∗ (E(k)) ∼= H
p
∗ (B(k)) for 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 2.
The proof is immediate from Theorem 3.3 and the fact that both H1∗ (E) and
H1∗ (E
∗ ⊗ ωX) are finitely generated as S(X)-modules because E is locally free.
The corollary supports the conclusion that line bundles and locally-free sheaves B
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satisfying H1∗ (B) = 0 = H
n−1
∗ (B) are building blocks for more general locally-free
sheaves on ACM varieties.
Now consider the following definition.
Definition 3.5. A coherent sheaf W on an ACM variety of dimension n ≥ 2 is said
to be arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay (ACM) if Hp∗ (W ) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 1 and
if there exist integers s and t such that H0(W (k)) = 0 for k ≤ s and Hn(W (k)) = 0
for k ≥ t. Taking s (resp. t) to be the greatest (resp. smallest) integer satisfying
the related property, we say that W is an ACM sheaf with parameters s and t.
As it was observed in [10, Proposition 2.1], ACM sheaves correspond to graded
maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules on S(X). We therefore obtain the following
statement:
Corollary 3.6. Every locally-free sheaf on an ACM variety of dimension 3 is the
cohomology of a monad
0→ A→ W → C → 0
where A and C are sums of line bundles and W is an ACM sheaf.
The natural question then becomes how to classify indecomposable locally free
ACM sheaves on a given variety, which can be a very hard problem.
As it is well known, the only indecomposable locally free ACM sheaves on Pn
are line bundles. On quadric hypersurfaces Qn ⊂ P
n+1 (n ≥ 3), according to [19],
the only indecomposable locally-free ACM sheaves are line bundles and twists of
the spinor bundles by line bundles. In particular, we can conclude that:
Corollary 3.7. Every locally-free sheaf on a quadric hypersurface Q3 ⊂ P
4 is the
cohomology of a monad
0→ A→ W → C → 0
where A and C are sums of line bundles and W is a sum of line bundles and twisted
spinor bundles.
On the other hand, hyperplanes and quadrics are the only hypersurfaces in pro-
jective space for which there are only a finite number of indecomposable locally-free
ACM sheaves, up to twisting by a line bundle (cf. [9]). Some specific varieties have
been looked at in the literature; in [3] the authors classify all locally-free ACM
sheaves on the grassmannian of lines in P4; certain Fano 3-folds were considered in
[4].
Theorem 3.3 also lead us naturally to analyze the special case of monads which
appear in the following result.
Proposition 3.8. Let X be an ACM variety of dimension n ≥ 2. If E is the
cohomology of a monad of the form
M• : 0 −→ OX(l)
⊕a −→ O⊕bX −→ OX(m)
⊕c −→ 0
with l < 0 < m then:
(i) ch(E) = b− a · ch(OX(l))− c · ch(OX(m));
(ii) b = rk(E)−a− c and if ωX = OX(λ) then a = h
n−1(E(λ− l)) = h1(E∗(l))
and c = h1(E(−m));
(iii) M• is, up to isomorphism, the unique monad for E of the stated form. In
particular, l and m are also determined by E;
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(iv) M• is minimal Horrocks.
if W is an ACM sheaf on X with parameters s and t then:
(v) if n ≥ 2, H0(E ⊗W (s)) = Hn(E ⊗W (t)) = 0;
(vi) if n ≥ 3, H1(E ⊗W (s−m)) = Hn−1(E ⊗W (t− l)) = 0;
(vii) if n ≥ 4, Hp∗ (E ⊗W ) = 0 where 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 2.
Proof. We have that (i) follows from (3) and the first assertion of (ii) follows
from (4). Since X is ACM we can adapt the proof of [5, Proposition 4] with
the remark which appears right after to conclude (iii) taking into account that
Hom(OX ,OX(l)) = Hom(OX(m),OX) = 0 if l < 0 < m. In order to prove (v),
(vi) and (vii), consider the sequences (1) and (2) twisted by W (k):
0→ K ⊗W (k)→W (k)⊕b →W (k +m)⊕c → 0 and
0→W (k + l)⊕a → K ⊗W (k)→ E ⊗W (k)→ 0.
Passing to cohomology, one obtains the desired results. From (vii) with W = OX
we see that M• is clearly Horrocks and from the very definition of minimality it is
also minimal and so (iv) is proved. Finally, the second assertion of item (ii) is a
consequence of (iv) and Theorem 3.3. 
4. Linear Bundles
In this section we consider a particular case of the monads appearing in Propo-
sition 3.8 the ones with l = −1, m = 1.
Definition 4.1. A monad on a projective variety X is called linear if it is of the
following form:
(9) 0→ OX(−1)
⊕a → O⊕bX → OX(1)
⊕c → 0.
Similarly the cohomology of a linear monad is called a linear sheaf.
Our goal is to show that the converse of Proposition 3.8 holds in the case of lin-
ear monads over projective spaces and quadric hypersurfaces, characterizing linear
locally-free sheaves over these varieties. One of our main tools will be the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a non-singular ACM variety of dimension n ≥ 2. If E is a
locally free sheaf on X for which there exists an l such that Hp(E(l − p+ 1)) = 0
for 2 ≤ p ≤ n then H1(E(l)) generates ⊕k≥l H
1(E(k)) as an S(X)-module.
Proof. Let H be a hyperplane divisor on X . Using the restriction sequence
(10) 0→ E(k − 1)→ E(k)→ E(k)|H → 0
we can broaden the hypothesis above into:
(11) Hp(E(k)) = 0 for k ≥ l − p+ 1 and 2 ≤ p ≤ n
Since X is smooth, we can apply Bertini’s Theorem successively to obtain a
regular sequence {x1, . . . , xn} for S(X). Now set Y := Z(x1, . . . , xn) to be the
common zero locus. The Koszul complex of the above sequence yields the following
chain:
0→ OX(−n)→ ∧
n−1O⊕nX (−n+ 1)→ . . .→ ∧
2O⊕nX (−2)→ O
⊕n
X (−1)→ IY → 0.
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Twisting it by E(k), using exterior algebra properties, we are led to
0→ E(k − n)
αkn−→ E(k − n+ 1)⊕dn−1
αkn−1
−→ . . .
αk2−→ E(k − 1)⊕n
αk1−→ E ⊗ IY (k)→ 0.
where dp =
(
n
p
)
. So we have the following short exact sequences
0 −→ Ker αk1 −→ E(k − 1)
⊕n −→ E ⊗ IY (k) −→ 0
. . .
0 −→ Ker αkp −→ E(k − p)
⊕dp −→ Ker αkp−1 −→ 0
. . .
0 −→ E(k − n) −→ E(k − n+ 1)⊕dn−1 −→ Ker αkn−2 −→ 0.
Considering the long exact sequences for cohomology and using (11) we have
that
Hp(Ker αkp−1)
∼= Hp+1(Ker αkp) for k ≥ l + 1 and 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 2,
Hn−1(Ker αkn−2) = 0 for k ≥ l + 1,
and so we can conclude that H2(Ker αk1) = 0 for k ≥ l + 1. In particular
(12) H1(E(k − 1))⊕n −→ H1(E ⊗ IY (k)) −→ 0
is a surjection for every k ≥ l + 1. Now if we consider the exact sequence
0 −→ E ⊗ IY (k) −→ E(k) −→ E ⊗OY (k) −→ 0
we also have a surjection
(13) H1(E ⊗ IY (k)) −→ H
1(E(k)) −→ 0
because Y is zero dimensional. Therefore, combining (12) with (13), we have a
surjection
H1(E(k − 1))⊕n −→ H1(E(k)) −→ 0
for every k ≥ l + 1. So if {g1, . . . , gs} is a basis of the vector space H
1(E(l))
then, by construction, every element h ∈ H1(E(l + 1)) can be written as h =∑s
j=1(
∑n
i=1 cijxi) gj where the cij ’s are constants. Reapplying the argument suc-
cessively for every k ≥ l + 1 we see that {gj}
s
j=1 generate ⊕k≥l H
1(E(l)) as an
S(X)-module. 
4.1. Linear Bundles on Projective Spaces. Gathering Theorem 3.3, Proposi-
tion 3.8 and Lemma 4.2 we obtain an alternative, more elementary proof of a result
proved in [17] using the Beilinson spectral sequence:
Theorem 4.3. Let E be a locally free sheaf on Pn where n ≥ 3. Then E is a linear
sheaf realized as the cohomology of a monad
0→ OPn(−1)
⊕a → O⊕b
Pn
→ OPn(1)
⊕c → 0
if and only if the following cohomological conditions hold:
(i) ch(E) = b− a · ch(OPn(−1))− c · ch(OPn(1));
(ii) H0(E(−1)) = H1(E(−2)) = Hn−1(E(1 − n)) = Hn(E(−n)) = 0;
(iii) for n ≥ 4, Hp∗ (E) = 0 where 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 2.
Proof. The “only if” part is clear from Proposition 3.8 takingW = OPn . Conversely
since Hn(E(−n)) = Hn−1(E(1 − n)) = 0 and Hp∗ (E) = 0 for 2 ≤ p ≤ n − 2
we conclude from Lemma 4.2 that H1(E(−1)) generates ⊕k≥−1 H
1(E(k)) as an
S(Pn)-module. Now since H0(E(−1)) = H1(E(−2)) = 0 we have from (10) that
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H1(E(k)) = 0 for k ≤ −2. Thus H1(E(−1)) actually generates H1∗ (E) as S(P
n)-
module. Similarly by duality E∗ satisfies the same conditions (ii) and (iii) above,
hence H1(E∗(−1)) generates H1∗ (E
∗) as an S(Pn)-module. Conditions (i)-(iii) also
imply that c = −χ(E(−1)) = h1(E(−1)) and a = −χ(E∗(−1)) = h1(E∗(−1)).
Therefore from Theorem 3.3 we have that E is the cohomology of a monad of
the form
0 −→ OPn(−1)
⊕a −→ F −→ OPn(1)
⊕c −→ 0.
with Hp∗ (F ) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1. Thus by Horrocks’ splitting criterion F must
split as a sum of line bundles. Moreover, (i) implies that rk(F ) = b and ch2(F ) = 0.
So if we set F = ⊕bi=1OPn(ai) it follows that ch2(F ) =
1
2
∑b
i=1 a
2
i = 0 and hence
the a′is must vanish what implies F = O
⊕b
Pn
as desired. 
Linear bundles on Pn exist if and only if at least either b ≥ 2c + n − 1 and
b ≥ a+ c or b ≥ a+ c+ n (cf. [17, Main Theorem]).
4.2. Linear bundles on quadric hypersurfaces. Next we obtain a characteri-
zation of linear sheaves on quadric hypersurfaces Qn on P
n+1 (n ≥ 4), generalizing
a result obtained in [11, Theorem 4.5] using the Beilinson spectral sequence. We
will use some basic facts regarding spinor bundles on quadrics, see [24, 25].
Theorem 4.4. Let E be a locally free sheaf on a quadric hypersurface Qn on P
n+1
where n ≥ 3. Then E is a linear sheaf realized as the cohomology of a monad
0→ OQn(−1)
⊕a → O⊕bQn → OQn(1)
⊕c → 0
if and only if the following cohomological conditions hold:
(i) ch(E) = b− a · ch(OQn(−1))− c · ch(OQn(1));
(ii) H0(E(−1)) = H1(E(−2)) = Hn−1(E(2 − n)) = Hn(E(1 − n)) = 0;
(iii) if n ≥ 4, Hp∗ (E) = 0 for each 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 2;
(iv) if n = 3, H0(E ⊗ Σ) = H1(E ⊗ Σ(−1)) = H2(E ⊗ Σ(−1)) = H3(E ⊗
Σ(−2)) = 0 where Σ is the spinor bundle on Q3;
(v) if n ≥ 4, Hp∗ (E ⊗ Σ) = 0 for each 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 2 and every spinor bundle
Σ on Qn.
Proof. From Proposition 3.8 we have that if E is the cohomology of the stated
monad then (i)-(v) hold because OQn is an ACM sheaf with parameters s = −1
and t = 1 − n and the spinor bundles Σ are ACM sheaves with parameters s = 0
and t = 1− n (cf. [25, Theorem 2.8]).
Conversely, note that (ii)-(iii) together with Lemma 4.2 with l = 0 imply that
H1(E) generates ⊕k≥0 H
1(E(k)) as an S(Qn)-module. Now since H
0(E(−1)) =
H1(E(−2)) = 0 we have from (10) that H1(E(k)) = 0 for k ≤ −2. Thus
H1(E(−1)) ⊕H1(E) generates H1∗ (E) as S(Qn)-module. Similarly by duality E
∗
satisfies the same conditions (ii)-(iii) above, hence H1(E∗(−1))⊕H1(E∗) generates
H1∗ (E
∗) as an S(X)-module.
Therefore from Theorem 3.3 we have that E is the cohomology of a monad of
the form
(14) 0 −→ OQn(−1)
⊕a ⊕O⊕a
′
Qn
−→ F −→ O⊕c
′
Qn
⊕OQn(1)
⊕c −→ 0.
with Hp∗ (F ) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 1. So F is an ACM sheaf on Qn.
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Breaking down the monad above we obtain two short exact sequences as (1) and
(2). Tensoring them by a spinor bundle and using (v), we conclude that if n ≥ 4
then Hp∗ (F ⊗ Σ) = 0 for 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 2 and every spinor bundle Σ.
Now for n = 2m+1 (m ≥ 1) tensoring the exact sequence of [25, Theorem 2.8(i)]
by F (k) we have:
(15) 0→ F ⊗ Σ(k)→ F (k)⊕2
m+1
→ F ⊗ Σ(k + 1)→ 0
where Σ is the only spinor bundle on Q2m+1. Thus we have that if n ≥ 5 then
H1∗ (F ⊗ Σ) = 0 because F is ACM and H
2
∗ (F ⊗ Σ) = 0.
If n = 3, using the restriction sequence for the bundle E ⊗ Σ and (iv), we get
that H1(E ⊗Σ(k)) = 0 for k ≤ −1 and H2(E ⊗Σ(k)) = 0 for k ≥ −1. Then using
the two short exact sequences as in (1) and (2) tensored by the spinor bundle Σ,
we get that H1(F ⊗ Σ(k)) = 0 for k ≤ −1 and H2(F ⊗ Σ(k)) = 0 for k ≥ −1.
Finally, an exact sequence like (15) allows us to conclude that H1(F ⊗ Σ(k)) = 0
for k ≥ −1 as well, therefore H1∗ (F ⊗ Σ) = 0.
Similarly, for n = 2m (m ≥ 2) tensoring the exact sequences of [25, Theorem
2.8(ii)] by F (k) we have:
0→ F ⊗ Σ1(k)→ F (k)
⊕2m → F ⊗ Σ2(k + 1)→ 0
and
0→ F ⊗ Σ2(k)→ F (k)
⊕2m → F ⊗ Σ1(k + 1)→ 0
where Σ1 and Σ2 are the two spinor bundles on Q2m. Thus we also have that
H1∗ (F ⊗ Σi) = 0 for i = 1, 2.
¿From [24, Theorem 3.4] we have that a bundle F over Qn splits as a sum of line
bundles if and only if Hp∗ (F ) = 0 for 2 ≤ p ≤ n − 1 and H
p
∗ (F ⊗ Σ) = 0 for every
spinor bundle Σ and each 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 2. Hence we can write F = ⊕ri=1OQn(ki).
Moreover, from (14) we have that ch(E) = ch(F ) − a′ − a · ch(OQn(−1))− c
′ −
c · ch(OQn(1)) and using (i) we are led to ch(F ) = a
′ + b + c′. Since we have that
ch(F ) = r + (
∑r
i=1 ki)h + (
∑r
i=1 k
2
i )h
2 + . . ., it follows that r = a′ + b + c′ and∑r
i=1 k
2
i = 0. Hence E is the cohomology of a monad of the form
0 −→ OQn(−1)
⊕a ⊕O⊕a
′
Qn
α
−→ O⊕a
′
+b+c′
Qn
β
−→ O⊕c
′
Qn
⊕OQn(1)
⊕c −→ 0.
Now consider the restricted morphism α : OQn → O
⊕r
Qn
where r = a′+b+c′. We
have that α corresponds to a morphism of graded algebras α′ : S(Qn)→ S(Qn)
⊕r
which is completely determined by the image of 1 ∈ S(Qn)0. Therefore, reorder-
ing the factors of S(Qn)
⊕r if necessary, we can write α′(1) = (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0)
and so α′(S(Qn)) = (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0) S(Qn) what implies S(Qn)
⊕r/α′(S(Qn)) ∼=
S(Qn)
r−1 which yields O⊕rQn/α(OQn)
∼= O⊕r−1Qn .
Since E remains the cohomology of the monad
0 −→ OQn(−1)
⊕a⊕O⊕a
′
Qn
/OQn
α¯
−→ O⊕a
′
+b+c′
Qn
/α(OQn)
β
−→ O⊕c
′
Qn
⊕OQn(1)
⊕c −→ 0
we can repeat this procedure to cancel the summands O⊕a
′
Qn
’s from first and middle
terms. In order to cancel the O⊕c
′
Qn
’s from middle and last terms we can pass to the
dual monad, reapply the same argument above to cancel them and get back to the
original monad dualizing once more. The resulting monad will fulfill the desired
form. 
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It follows from Theorem 4.4 that any extension of linear bundles on Qn (n ≥ 3)
is also a linear bundle. As in the case of projective spaces, linear bundles on Qn
exist if and only if at least either b ≥ 2c+ n− 1 and b ≥ a+ c or b ≥ a+ c+ n, see
[11, Proposition 4.7].
5. Steiner Bundles
Let X be a projective variety. We will say that a sheaf S on X is Steiner if it
has a resolution of the form:
(16) 0 −→ OX(−1)
⊕a −→ O⊕bX −→ S −→ 0.
As it was mentioned at the Introduction, we are just extending in a natural way
the definition introduced by I. Dolgachev and M. Kapranov for the case of pro-
jective spaces in [14], where Steiner bundles appeared in the study of hyperplane
arrangements. There they used the Beilinson spectral sequence to establish the
following cohomological characterization (cf. [14, Proposition 3.2]): a locally free
sheaf S → Pn is Steiner if and only if Hq(S ⊗ Ωp
Pn
(p)) = 0 for q > 0 and for
q = 0, p > 1. Steiner bundles exist provided rk(S) = b− a ≥ n; in the critical case,
when n = b − a, Steiner bundles are also known as Schwarzenberger bundles (cf.
[2]).
5.1. Steiner bundles on Projective Spaces. Basically with the same technique
used before we will prove here the following alternative cohomological characteri-
zation of Steiner bundles:
Theorem 5.1. A locally free sheaf S on Pn with n ≥ 3 is Steiner if and only if:
(i) ch(S) = b− a · ch(OPn(−1));
(ii) H0(S(−1)) = Hn−1(S(1− n)) = Hn(S(−n)) = 0;
(iii) Hp∗ (S) = 0 where 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 2.
Proof. The “only if” part is a straightforward calculation starting with the exact
sequence
0 −→ OPn(k − 1)
⊕a −→ O⊕b
Pn
(k) −→ S(k) −→ 0.
Conversely, note that (ii) and (iii) imply via Serre duality:
(ii’) H0(S∗(−1)) = H1(S∗(−2)) = Hn(S∗(−n)) = 0;
(iii’) Hp∗ (S
∗) = 0 where 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 1.
It then follows, in particular, that H1(S∗(k)) = 0 for k ≤ −2; hence by Lemma 4.2
with l = −1, we conclude that H1(S∗(−1)) generates H1∗ (S
∗) as S(Pn)-module.
Now let us take a basis g1, . . . , ga of H
1(S∗(−1)) where a = h1(S∗(−1)). The
element
∑
i gi ∈ H
1(S∗(−1))⊕a ∼= Ext1(OPn(1)
⊕a, S∗) yields an extension
0 −→ S∗ −→ F −→ OPn(−1)
⊕a −→ 0.
¿From (iii’) we have that Hp∗ (F ) = 0 for 2 ≤ p ≤ n − 1. And from the proof of
Theorem 3.3, we have that H1∗ (F ) = 0 if and only if the g
′
is generate H
1
∗ (S
∗) as
S(Pn)-module. Since we have just seen that this is the case it follows that F is
ACM.
Thus by Horrocks’ splitting criterion F = ⊕bi=1OPn(ai). Moreover, (i) implies
ch(F ) = b and so ch2(F ) =
1
2
∑b
i=1 a
2
i = 0. Hence the ai’s must vanish and
therefore F = O⊕b
Pn
. Dualizing the above exact sequence we are led to the desired
resolution. 
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It follows from Theorem 5.1 that any extension of Steiner bundles on Pn is also
a Steiner bundle.
5.2. Steiner bundles on quadric hypersurfaces. Now we give a cohomological
characterization of Steiner bundles on quadric hypersurfaces.
Theorem 5.2. A locally free sheaf S on Qn with n ≥ 3 is Steiner if and only if:
(i) ch(S) = b− a · ch(OQn(−1));
(ii) H0(S(−1)) = Hn−1(S(2− n)) = Hn(S(1− n)) = 0;
(iii) Hp∗ (S) = 0 where 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 2;
(iv) Hp∗ (S ⊗ Σ) = 0 for every spinor bundle Σ and each 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 2.
Proof. The “only if” part is a straightforward calculation starting with the exact
sequence
0 −→ OQn(k − 1)
⊕a −→ O⊕bQn(k) −→ S(k) −→ 0.
Conversely, hypotheses (ii) and (iii) imply via Serre duality:
(ii’) for n ≥ 2, H0(S∗(−1)) = H1(S∗(−2)) = Hn(S∗(1− n)) = 0;
(iii’) for n ≥ 3, Hp∗ (S
∗) = 0 where 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 1.
It then follows that H1(S∗(k)) = 0 for k ≤ −2; hence by Lemma 4.2 with l = 0,
we conclude that H1(S∗(−1))⊕H1(S∗) generates H1∗ (S
∗) as S(Qn)-module. Then
following the proof of Theorem 5.1, we have the exact sequence:
(17) 0 −→ S∗ −→ F −→ OQn(1)
⊕a ⊕O⊕a
′
Qn
−→ 0,
with a = h1(S∗(−1)) and F being ACM. Now (iv) implies that Hp∗ (F ⊗Σ) = 0 for
1 ≤ p ≤ n− 2, hence F must split as a sum of line bundles by [24, Theorem 3.4].
Then (i) forces ch(F ) = b+ a′ and hence F = O⊕b+a
′
Qn
. Dualizing sequence (17) we
obtain:
0 −→ OQn(−1)
⊕a ⊕O⊕a
′
Qn
−→ O⊕b+a
′
Qn
−→ S −→ 0
and we apply the same argument at the end of the proof of Theorem 4.4 to cancel
the extra summand O⊕a
′
Qn
. 
As in the case of projective spaces, it follows from Theorem 5.2 that any extension
of Steiner bundles on Qn is also a Steiner bundle.
6. Linear resolutions
Let E be a sheaf on a projective variety X . Following [6], a linear resolution of
E is an exact sequence
0→ Fd → Fd−1 → · · · → F1 → F0 → E → 0
where each Fk splits as a sum of line bundles; we call the minimal number of terms
in such resolutions the linear homological dimension of E, which is denoted by
lhd(E).
Proposition 6.1. Let E be a locally free sheaf on an ACM variety X. We have:
lhd(E) ≤ d =⇒ Hp∗ (E ⊗W ) = 0
for every ACM locally free sheaf W on X and each 1 ≤ p ≤ n− d− 1.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on d. For d = 0, the statement is simply the
definition of an ACM locally-free sheaf. So assume that if lhd(K) ≤ d − 1, then
Hp∗ (K ⊗W ) = 0 for every ACM locally-free sheaf W and each 1 ≤ p ≤ n− d. If E
has lhd(E) ≤ d, then there is an exact sequence
0→ Fd → Fd−1 → · · · → F1 → F0
φ
−→ E → 0
where each Fk splits as a sum of line bundles. Taking K = kerφ, we have two exact
sequences:
0→ Fd → Fd−1 → · · · → F1 → K → 0,
which means that lhd(K) ≤ d− 1, and
(18) 0→ K → F0
φ
−→ E → 0.
The Proposition is then easily proved after tensoring the last sequence with W and
applying the induction hypothesis. 
For X = Pn, it was proved by Bohnhorst and Spindler that the converse of
Proposition 6.1 is also true, see [6, Proposition 1.4]: if E is a locally-free sheaf on
P
n satisfying Hp∗ (E) for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− d− 1, then lhd(E) ≤ d. Let us now establish
the converse of Proposition 6.1 to smooth quadric hypersurfaces, following [6]. We
will require the following technical result.
Lemma 6.2. Let E be a locally free sheaf on a projective variety X. Then there are
a1, . . . , ak and a surjective map φ : ⊕
k
i=1OX(−ai) → E such that for each integer
m the induced map in cohomology:
H0(⊕ki=1OX(m− ai))→ H
0(E(m))
is also surjective.
Proof. Since E is locally free, there is an integer m0 such that H
0(E(m)) = 0 for
each m ≤ m0, and H
0
∗ (E) is a finitely generated graded S(X)-module. Thus there
are integers a1, . . . , ak (the degrees of generators g1 . . . , gk of H
0
∗ (E)) for which the
map
⊕ki=1H
0(OX(m− ai)) −→ H
0(E(m))
(f1, . . . , fk) 7−→
∑n
i=1 figi
is surjective for each m. But this is exactly the induced map in cohomology of a
surjective sheaf map ⊕ki=1OX(−ai)→ E, as desired. 
Notice that the sheaf K = kerφ is such that H1∗ (K) = 0 and H
p+1
∗ (K) ∼= H
p
∗ (E)
for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 2. Next, we prove a generalization of [6, Proposition 1.4] to general
ACM varieties
Proposition 6.3. Let E be a locally free sheaf on an ACM projective variety X.
Hp∗ (E) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− d− 1 if and only if there is an exact sequence
0→ Kd → Fd−1 → · · · → F1 → F0 → E → 0
where each Fk splits as a sum of line bundles and Kd is an ACM locally free sheaf.
Proof. Again, the proof is by induction on d ≥ 1. From the previous lemma we
know that, for any locally free sheaf E, there is an exact sequence
(19) 0→ K1 → L0
φ
→ E → 0
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such that L0 splits as a sum of line bundles andH
1
∗ (K1) = 0. If moreoverH
p
∗ (E) = 0
for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− 2, then also Hp∗ (K1) = 0 for 2 ≤ p ≤ n− 1, hence K1 is ACM; this
concludes the proof of the case d = 1.
Now assume that Hp∗ (E) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− d − 1. Following the argument of
the previous paragraph, we find an exact sequence
0→ K1 → L0
φ
→ E → 0
such that Hp∗ (K1) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− d. Thus by the induction hypothesis, there
exists a long exact sequence
0→ Kd−1 → Fd−2 → · · · → F1 → F0 → K1 → 0
where each Fk splits as a sum of line bundles and Kd−1 is an ACM locally-free
sheaf. Glueing the two last exacts sequences, we obtain
0→ Kd−1 → Fd−2 → · · · → F0 → L0 → E → 0
as desired.
The converse statement is also deduced by induction on d. If there is an exact
sequence
0→ K1 → F0
φ
→ E → 0
with K1 being ACM and F0 splitting as a sum of line bundles, it follows that
Hp∗ (E) ∼= H
p+1
∗ (K1) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 2, which proves the case d = 1. Now
assume there is an exact sequence
0→ Kd → Fd−1 → · · · → F1 → F0 → E → 0
where each Fk splits as a sum of line bundles and Kd is ACM. It can be broken
into two exact sequences:
0→ Kd → Fd−1 → · · · → F1 → K1 → 0
and
0→ K1 → F0
φ
→ E → 0 .
By the first sequence and the induction hypothesis, we conclude that Hp∗ (K1) = 0
for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− (d− 1)− 1 = n− d. Then use the second sequence to deduce that
Hp∗ (E) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− d− 1. 
Now we are finally in a position to prove our last result.
Theorem 6.4. Let E be a locally free sheaf on Qn with n ≥ 3. We have:
lhd(E) ≤ d ⇐⇒
{
Hp∗ (E) = 0
Hn−d−1∗ (E ⊗ Σ) = 0
for every spinor bundle Σ and each 1 ≤ p ≤ n− d− 1.
Proof. It is enough to prove the “only if” direction. From Proposition 6.3 we know
that since Hp∗ (E) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ n− d− 1 there is a long exact sequence
0→ Kd → Fd−1 → · · · → F1 → F0 → E → 0
where each Fk splits as a sum of line bundles andKd is an ACM bundle. Breaking it
into short exact sequences and passing to cohomology, one can see thatHn−d−1∗ (E⊗
Σ) = 0 implies that Hn−1∗ (Kd ⊗ Σ) = 0. But now from [13, Corollary 4.3] we have
that a locally free sheaf E on Qn (n ≥ 3) splits as a sum of line bundles if and only
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if it is ACM and Hn−1∗ (E⊗Σ) = 0 for every spinor bundle Σ on Qn. It then follows
that Kd must split as a sum of line bundles and hence lhd(E) ≤ d as desired. 
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